ernor, along with deep-pocketed corporations, labor
unions, and national civil
rights groups.
For their part, 1-200 proponents remain confident.
“We will prevail by telling the
truth,” says 1-200 Chairman
John Carlson, “because a majority of people believes that
governments shouldn’t discriminate.”

Addicted to
Psychobabble
By Michael W. Lynch

T

he notoriously jaded
members of the mainstream media would surely
be skeptical of anyone who
earned a living by offering
alcoholism counseling in a
bar. How, then, can you explain the glowing coverage
given “cyberpsychologist”
Kimberly Young, who offers
to treat the affliction of “online addiction” by charging a
buck a minute for sessions
over the Internet?
Young, who also moonlights as an assistant professor of psychology at the University of Pittsburgh at Bradford, has created a cottage
industry. Identifymg “various
types of Internet addiction
such as cybersex,. ..cyberporn, on-line relationships,
and information overload,”
she founded the Center for
On-Line Addiction (www.
netaddiction.com) in 1996.
Neither Young nor her
Web site offers a definition of
online addiction, except to
say that work-related
Internet use isn’t covered.
But she does say those afflicted with the disorder appear to suffer from the same
problems that haunt compulsive gamblers, alcoholics,
drug abusers, and persons
with eating disorders. And
while not suggesting how
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widespread this disorder may
be, she cites the explosion of
Internet use and sees “a POtential epidemic.”
Young offers two counseling options-one-on-one by
e-mail or group counseling

through online chat groups.
She also conducts seminars
and gives expert testimony
and forensic evaluations in
both civil and criminal court
cases. She bills her book
Caught in the Net as the “first
and only available recovery
book on Internet addiction.”
Not everyone is a believer. Malcolm Parks, a
communications professor
at the University of Washington who researches the
social implications of the
Internet, accuses Young of
making “breathless state-

ments” based on skewed surveys.
“I’d argue that this is as
much about marketing and
business as it is about a social problem,” Parks told
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
Nonetheless, Young’s
breathless statements make
for good copy and sound
bites. More than 360 news
outlets have covered her crusade. She might want to look
into a recovery program for
academics addicted to media
coverage and the money that
flows from it.
>
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Tv Worth Selling
By Adam Clayton Powell 111

A

re public television stations quietly being
privatized?
Without much attention,
several have been and more
may be on the way. Many
date the privatization of public stations to the 1995 sale of
WNYC-TV, a PBS affiliate
owned by the city of New
York. Dow Jones paid the city
more than $200 million for
the station and promptly
converted it to a businessnews format. Today, the station serves as the East Coast
flagship of Paxson TV, the

rnent approves the sale,
Sinclair will convert both stations from public to commercial programming. And
yet another transfer, of a PBS
station in Pittsburgh, is
awaiting federal approval.
One might think PBS is
bemoaning the loss of stations in four Eastern markets,
but one would be wrong:
Public television officials
note that even if all of these
sales are approved, there will
still be one PBS station left in
each city. And that is the concept: one PBS station to a city.
PBS says there are still 22
cities which have two or
more public television sta-

tions, and the network would
be quite happy to concentrate
its resources on just one station in each market. But
those extra PBS st$ationshave
become more valuable to
commercial owners.
Decades ago, there were
just the ABC, CBS, and NBC
networks. Most broadcasters
believed television could sustain only three or four stations in each city, so they
gave away “surplus” stations
for a song-or less;. Now,
with Fox, WB, UPI\J, Paxson,
and, coming soon, Barry
Diller’s new network, there is
a demand for eight commercial network affiliates in each
city, so the hunt is on to
find new stations.
The U.S. public television system, built over the
last 30 years by billions of
dollars in taxpayer funds,
has discovered ilt can reap
tens, perhaps hundreds,
of millions of dollars per
city by downsizing. This
trend may give the concept of the public television fund-raising drive an
entirely new meaning. @
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